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Completion results are obtained for partially defined matrices with an infinite 
number of entries. As a corollary, the commutant lifting theorem of Sz.-Nagy and 
Foiav is proved by solving a completion problem. 0 1992 Academic press. Inc. 
1 
Let Z be a finite or countable set. Suppose for each iE Z we are given a 
Hilbert space z, and for each pair i, j E Z we are given a bounded linear 
operator Sii~ 2(x, 3). We will say that the matrix S= (S,)i,i,, is a 
positive definite, or PD, operator matrix if for every finite subset Fc Z, the 
matrix S = (Si/)i,jrF defines a positive matrix on 0 ieF &. Observe that 
our notion of positive definiteness is sometimes known as nonnegative 
definiteness. Positive definite operator matrices can be characterized as 
follows. If S is PD, then there exist a Hilbert space X, and operators 
Wi: 8 + X, i E Z, such that S, = W,f” Wi for all i,j E I. The object 
t-f, {K)iEJ) . IS uniquely determined up to a natural notion of unitary 
equivalence if it satisfies the minimality condition X = Vie1 W&, and it 
will be called the representation space of S. See, for instance, [7] for a more 
detailed account. If (X, { Wijre ,) is a representation space for S, and 
A c Z, then a representation space (,X,, { Wi} iCA) for SI A = (Sij)i,jGA can 
be obtained by setting XA = Vi, A Wi&. We will use the notation X(S) for 
the representation space of S. 
In what follows we will also be concerned with partially defined matrices. 
To set up notation, consider an unoriented graph G with vertex set 
v(G) = Z, and with edge set e(G) c Ix Z. We will always assume that e(G) 
is reflexive and symmetric, i.e., (i, i)Ee(G) for all iEZ, and (j, i) E e(G) 
whenever (i, j) E e(G). For the reader’s convenience, we recall that G is said 
to be chordal if it contains no minimal cycles of length 24. A set A c u(G) 
is called a clique if (i,j)Eu(G) for all i,jeA. 
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Given a graph G, a partial matrix S indexed by G consists in a family 
of operators S, E L?(&:, q) defined for (i, j) E e(G). The completion 
problem for a partial matrix S indexed by G is as follows: Does there exist 
a positive definite matrix 3 = (s,,),, iE, such that 3,, = S, for all (i, j) E e(G)? 
An obvious necessary condition is that any fully defined submatrix of S 
should be PD, i.e., for any clique A in G, the matrix (S,),,,,, should be 
PD. A partial matrix indexed by G satisfying this obvious necessary condi- 
tion is called a partially positive definite, or PPD, matrix. If Z is a finite set, 
it was shown in [S] that the necessary condition is also sufficient if and 
only if G is chordal. We show first that the result extends to countable 
sets I. 
THEOREM 1. The following are equivalent: 
(i) G is chordal; 
(ii) any PPD matrix indexed by G has a PD completion. 
Proof Only (i) * (ii) has to be proved, since the reverse implication is 
an immediate consequence of the finite case. Assume therefore that (i) is 
satisfied, and let S be a PPD matrix indexed by G. Consider an increasing 
sequence (AkJk,, of finite subsets of Z such that Z= UkE N A,, and denote 
by Gk the restriction of G to A,. Clearly each Gk is chordal, and the result 
of [S] implies the existence of a PD matrix Sk = (si)iiiAx such that 
si.= S, for (i,j) E e(G,). For fixed i andj, the sequence (Sk,),,, is bounded 
because the matrix 
sji 3; 
( > sp S,] 
is positive for all k. By the usual diagonal trick, we can obtain a sequence 
kl)“~N such that the sequence (s$),,, converges in the weak operator 
topology to a limit 3, for all i, j E I. Clearly then 3 is a PD completion of S. 
2 
In the case of a finite set Z, all positive completions of a PPD matrix 
indexed by a chordal graph G can be described in terms of a generalized 
type of “choice sequences”; these are sequences of contractions in which the 
domain and codomain of each contraction depend on the previous contrac- 
tions. See [3] for a discussion of these choice sequences. Since this descrip- 
tion depends on the possibility of adding new edges to G, while preserving 
chordality, the following example shows that we cannot expect that a 
similar description exists for infinite sets Z. 
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A Counterexample. We will show that there exists a chordal graph G, 
with a countable number of vertices, such that any added edge destroys 
chordality. To do this, we define an increasing family of graphs Gk, and we 
will then define G = lJk Gk, i.e., v(G) = lJk u(Gk) and e(G) = Uk e(G,). 
To begin the construction, we set v(G,) = A, = {ul, u,}, and e(G,) = /zr. 
Suppose that G, has already been defined for some k b 0. Then we define 
u(G/,+~)=u(G~)~, Ak+l, where the set Ak+, is defined as follows. For 
every subset CL = {a, b} c u(Gk) such that tl is not contained in u(Gk ~ ,), 
and (a, b) #e(G,), the set Ak+, contains two new vertices x, and y,. As 
regards the edges of Gk+ , we require the following two properties: 
(1) ia, x,,y,, 6) is a minimal 4-chain in Gk + 1 ; 
(2) for any minimal chain {a, or, u2, . . . . b} in G,, the pairs (x,, o,), 
(Y,, t)J, (vi, x,), and (vi, Y,) belong to u(Gk+ 1). 
Condition (1) makes it clear that there is no way to adjoin an edge 
to G and get a chordal graph. What remains to be checked is that G 
itself is chordal. Indeed, let %Z be a minimal cycle in G, and set 
n = min{m:% c G,}. Then % must contain a vertex in A,. To fix the nota- 
tion, assume that this vertex is of the form x,, with c( = {a, b}. Since x, is 
connected in G to only one other vertex in A, (namely y,), at most one of 
its neighbors in V belongs to A,. If these neighbors u and w are both in 
u(G,-- ,), then they should be on a minimal chain joining a and b. It follows 
then that the part of V which lies in G,- I must be a part of that minimal 
chain joining a and 6. But then x, is connected to all the intermediate ver- 
tices in %’ between u and w, and hence 9? is not a minimal cycle unless its 
length is 3. An almost identical reasoning applies if only one of the 
neighbors of x, in 97 belongs to u(G, _ 1). 
We will see next that a description of all PPD matrices indexed by a 
graph G can be obtained if G satisfies an additional assumption. 
DEFINITION. A perfect completion well ordering, or pcwo, for G is a well 
ordering < of the set C = {g = {t, t’} :Q c u(G), (t, t’) $ e(G)} such that for 
every g E C the graph G, defined by u(G,) = u(G) and e(G,) = 
e(G)u {(t, t’), (t’t):{t, t’}<o} is chordal. 
We will denote by D + 1 the successor of 0 in the well ordering <. 
The following result is essentially [S, Lemma 31. 
LEMMA 1. For every c = {t, t’} E 2, the set 
C,= {kEu(G):(k, t)Ee(G,) and (k, t’)Ee(G,)} 
is a clique in G,. Moreover, C, u IJ is the unique maximal clique in G, + , 
which is not contained in G,. 
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The following result can be viewed as a particular case of the existence 
of representation spaces for PD matrices. The relevant matrix is (,!. 7). 
We refer to [4, Sect. VII.7.11 or [7, Lemma l] for a detailed account. 
We use the notations D,=(l -r*r)‘j2, and 9,.=(ran(D,))-, if r is a 
contraction. 
LEMMA 2. Given a contraction l-~ Z(ZI, A$), there exists a unique (up 
to unitary isomorphism) minimal Hilbert space X(f) containing & and X2, 
such that r= P, 1 $. The space S(r) can be identified with grCij A$, 
where h E & is identified with D,h @ Th. 
Returning now to the PD completion problem, assume that L is a graph 
such that there are only two vertices t, t’ E v(L) which are not connected, 
i.e., (t, t’) $ e(L). Let S be a PPD matrix indexed by L. Since v(L)\{ t > and 
v(L)\{ t’} are cliques, the submatrices S 1 v(L)\ { t} and SI v(L)\{ t’} admit 
representation spaces (X, (Wk)kEvcLj,ifl} and {x’, (W6)kto~L~~,~,~JJ, 
respectively. By the uniqueness property of representation spaces, we may 
assume that X0 = X(S 1 v(L)\ { t, t’ } ) is a subspace of both X and X’, and 
that W, = Wk for k # t, t’. With this notation we have the following result. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a bijection between all PD completions 3 of S 
and all contractions I? gf,,,. + 9!,,,, where 9,,,,, = XQXO and 9*,,, = X’@&. 
The bijection is given by the formula 
s,,, = w;? P,, w, + w:,* TP,, I, Wt. (1) 
Proof: If 3 is a PD completion of S with representation space 2, then 
the decomposition 2 = X0 @ (2@%,) yields formula (1). Conversely, if 
i-l Tq,, l+ $, * is a contraction, then, with the notation of Lemma 2, we can 
define 2 by 2 = X0 @ X(r), and @‘, = W,, m,. = W;,, mk = W, = W; for 
k # t, t’. Then setting gii = @‘f mi we obtain a PD completion which 
satisfies (1). 
Note for further reference that since g,,,,. v gf3,, c 2 can be identified 
with either %‘,-@g,,,, or gl,,,@gr., we have 
s-&%c-’ N Jq- (2) 
Sz-~X N @-*. (3) 
Assume now that S is a PPD matrix indexed by a chordal graph G 
which admits a pcwo. Let s be a PD completion of S, and set S, = 31 G, 
for ~EC. Then {Sa}rrsZ is an increasing family of PPD matrices, in the 
sense that S,. ) G, = S, if o < 0’. Conversely, an arbitrary increasing family 
{Solorz of PPD completions of S defines uniquely a PD completion of S. 
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Now, Lemmas 1 and 3 imply that all completions of S, to S,, i are 
described by an arbitrary contraction Zt,,: 9t,t, + 9r,,t, where o = {t, t’}. If 
co is a limit ordinal, then S,, is uniquely determined as the union of the S, 
with (T < co. We have thus proved the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the graph G has a pcwo, and S is a PPD 
matrix indexed by G. Then there exists a bijection between all PD comple- 
tions of S and all families of contractions rO = T,,,: g*,,,( --* g,,,,, where g,,.,, 
and gtr,, are determined by the formulas 
%,t,=-f(S,IC,u {t))on%IC,) 
%,t=~(S,IC,u {w3~x(S,IC,) 
(and thus depend on { ra,}asXo). 
(4) 
(5) 
3 
It would be desirable to have a more explicit description of the “choice 
sequences” {ZO}cEZ. We can give such a description under an additional 
assumption about the pcwo < of C. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that u = (t, t’}, the set {{s, s’} EC: {s, s’} c 
C, u {t} } is nonempty and has a greatest element of the form {t, k,(t))}. 
Then 
(6) 
ProojI The proof follows from formulas (2) and (3) where 
2=X(S,IC,u {t}) and X’=X(SIC,). 
EXAMPLE. Suppose Z= u(G) = N u N’, where N’ is a copy of N, whose 
elements will always be denoted with primes, and e(G) = ((i,j):i,jE N} u 
{(i’,j’):i’,j’EN’} u {(i, i’), (i’, i):iEN, ~‘EN’, i’<i}. Then G is chordal, 
C= {(i, i’), (i’, i):iEN, i’E N’, i< i’}, and a pcwo on E is defined by 
setting {i,i’}<{j,j’} if either i’-i<j’-j or i’-i=j’-j and i<j. 
If o = {i, i’} and i’ - i3 2 the condition of Proposition 1 is satisfied, 
with k,(i) = i’- 1 and k,(i’) = i+ 1. Therefore we have 9i,i, = gr,,,,-,, 
gii',i=9~:+l,r.T and ri,is: gr8,,,-, + gr,-+, II. 
Suppose now that S has the following supplementary Toeplitz-type 
property: Si,,i2=Si,-i2 for ii, izEN, Sii,ii=Si;-ii for ii, i;EN’, and 
Si,i, = Sip i, for i E N, i’ E N’ such that i 2 i’. Then the Toeplitz-like property 
is preserved for a PD completion of S if and only if the operators Z are 
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chosen so that r,,,, = r, ,, for i-c i’. The choice sequence becomes then a 
usual sequence (cf. [2, 4)) 
4 
We recall for the reader’s convenience a few facts from [6]. If TE Y(X) 
is a contraction, then a minimal isometric dilation of T is an isometry 
UE~;P(X), where Xx&‘, X=VVntN U”&‘, and T” = P, U” 1 IF for all 
n b 0. Consider now two contractions T E 5?(X) and T’ E 9(X’) and their 
minimal isometric dilations U E 5?(X) and U’ E 9(X’), respectively. If 
A E 9(X, &“), l/A I/ d 1, and AT= T’A, then an operator BE d;p(X, X’) is 
called a contractive intertwining dilation of A if llB]l d 1, BU = U’B, and 
P,,>B= AP,. The set of all contractive intertwining dilations of A is 
denoted by CID(A) (cf. [2,4]). 
It was proved in [6] that, given a contraction E Z(X), the matrix 
is PD, and its representation space can be identified with the space X of 
the minimal isometric dilation U of T, together with the operators 
w,= Uk12e. 
In the following result the set I and the graph G are as in the example 
in Section 3 above. 
THEOREM 3. There exists a bijection between CID(A) and the set of all 
Toeplitz-like PD completion of the PPD matrix 
s= 
1 T T2 
T* 1 T . 
r*2 T* 1 . 
. . . . 
A* T*A* T*2A* 
A* T*A* . 
A* ’ 
A 
AT A 
AT2 AT A 
. . . . 
i T’ T” 
T’* 1 T’ 
T I*2 T’* 1 
. . 
. . . . 
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The bijection is defined as follows: if { 3, W,, W,,} is a representation space 
for a PD completion 3 of S, then G? I X, Xx’ by the remark preceding the 
theorem, and B = P,, 1 X. 
Proof: Suppose first that BECID(A). Let 2 be a Hilbert space, and 
Q: X -+ 2, Sz’: Xx’ -+ 9 isometries such that B= Q’*Q. Upon setting 
W, = S2’Uk 1 X and W,, = Q’U’k’ 1 X’, we claim that (2, W,, W,,} is the 
representation space for a Toeplitz-like completion of S. Indeed, we already 
know that Sk, = W,? W, and Sk,,, = W;* W;.. In addition, if k E N, k’ E N’, 
and h-2 k’, then 
skk, = w;, wk = P,,U’*~‘Q’*QU~ I Y? = P,, U’*k’BUkI 2 
=p,,BUk~k’I~=AP,Uk~k’I~=ATk~k’. 
If k < k’, then Skkc = P,. BU *k’ ~ k 12, which depends only on k - k’. 
Conversely, let us first show that S is indeed PPD. If A is a clique in G 
thenA=CuC’,whereCcN,C’cN’,andk~k’forkECandk’EC’.Set 
k, = min( C) and kb = max( C’). Then a representation space for S 1 A can be 
defined by setting X, = X(r), where l? Vkt c UkX + Vkt c’ Ufk’ Uk’%‘” 
is the contraction given by r= UkbATkO- k~U*koPUkox ( Vk t c Uk3?, while 
W, = Uk 1~8 for k E C, Wb = Uk 1% for k’ E C’. Therefore SI A is 
indeed PD. 
Suppose next that 3 is a Toeplitz-like PD completion of S, and 2 is a 
representation space for 3. By the remark preceding the statement of the 
theorem, 2 must contain X and X’. Define now B = P,. 1 X, and note 
that for all k and k’ we have 
= Wi?+ , W, = P,z U’*k’U’BUk 1 X. 
Since X = Vk UkX and X’= VkUtkZ, it follows that BU = U’B. 
We also have P,, BUk ( 3i? = Sk0 = ATk = AP, Uk 1 X”, and therefore 
P,,B= AP,. Thus BE CID(A), as desired. 
We obtain as a consequence a new proof of the commutant lifting 
theorem as discussed in [2,4]. 
COROLLARY. There exists a bijection between CID(A) and choice 
sequences given by formula (7). 
To recapture the standard form of the result from [2], one only needs 
to identify the spaces g1 and g’, . The first element of C is 0 = (0, l’}. Then 
C, = N* u {0’}, X& = US? v %‘, and X& (,,) = 3” v 2’. It follows that 
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9, = (X v 2’) 0 (UX v 2’). Now, since 
have X 0 212”‘. Therefore 
~,=[(~vU~v~‘)@(UX~U~)]~[ 
Px,B=P,.IX=AP,,, we 
(U&f v ~‘)@(UX~U.rn)] 
= (2 v ui%f v 2’) 0 (Use v 2-r”‘). 
There exists a unitary operator Q: 2 v UX v ix;’ -+ 2’ 0 9A 0 2 given 
by 
Q(h)=Ah@D,h@O if hE%‘, h’E%’ 
Q(Uh)=ATh@D,Th@(U-T)h 
Q(h’) = h’@O@O. 
Butthen~(~~)=(~,+~))O~,where~~={D,Th+(U-T)h:hE~}c 
gA + 2. The identification of PA of [2] is obtained in a similar manner. 
Formula (1) can also be used to comute the precise formulas which 
connect B with the choice sequence r,. 
Remark. A different approach which leads to a related description of 
CID(A) is obtained from the theory of generalized Toeplitz kernels of 
Arocena and Cotlar; see, e.g., [ 11. 
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